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Taken from the NEW BIBLE COMMENTARY on MARK by Alan Cole 

 
 
Mark was probably the first of the four gospels, and it may have been the first true gospel 
ever to be written. Mark may then have invented the form of book that we call a gospel; 
there does not seem to have been anything quite like it before in the ancient world. It 
seems likely, however, that all the other gospel writers knew of Mark, and Matthew and 
Luke are generally thought to have used his gospel when writing theirs (of course, they also 
added material from other sources). The ‘good news’ had certainly been preached by word 
of mouth long before it was written down. There were, therefore, probably many short 
collections of the sayings and doings of Jesus which had been made before Mark was 
written. Maybe, for instance, there was a written account of the last week of Jesus’ life, 
including the story of the cross, since that was so important. Mark’s gospel was probably 
the first time that so many of these stories about Jesus had been brought together, and this 
may explain why the gospel seems a little ‘rough and ready’ to some. Others, however, 
discern a skilful arrangement of material by the author and explain the apparent 
‘roughness’ by saying that Mark reproduced much early material without making many 
changes. 
 
 
PREQUEL – from beginning of chapter 7 

 
7:1-23 The source of sin (see Mt. 15:1-20). We have seen that even the nature miracles had 
not convinced the disciples that Jesus was the Son of God; their hearts were hardened, or 
as we would say, their minds were closed. The ordinary people accepted his healings gladly, 
but still did not know who he was. The Pharisees and law–teachers continued with their 
endless criticisms; they were determined not to believe. This time, they complained that 
Jesus’ followers did not wash their hands after any accidental contact with Gentiles in the 
street; it was not a matter of hygiene but religious scruples. Mark explains to his non–
Jewish readers that this was only part of a complicated series of ritual washings used by the 
Jews. It all came from tradition, not from Moses, but was held just as fiercely, just as 
‘traditions’ are in Islam today. Is this sometimes true of Christianity too? 
 
Jesus did not deny that his disciples broke the traditions, but justified it by saying that these 
traditions were merely of men, and that in the case of the Pharisees, observing them often 
went along with a rejection of God’s plain command. If tradition contradicts Scripture, it 
must go, no matter how much loved. A stinging quotation from Isaiah proved the point, and 
then Jesus illustrated it with an example of a Pharisaic way of denying a Mosaic 
commandment by a typically rabbinic trick. If a man vowed to the temple the money that 
he would normally have spent on caring for aged parents, he was freed from the obligation 
of providing for them. As usual, Mark explains the technical word Corban, used to describe 
this sort of offering–vow. This legalistic trick, done in the name of religion, was sheer 
hypocrisy, as Jesus showed. Worse still, it was only one example out of many. 
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The laws about ‘purity’ were another example, so Jesus took the opportunity to explain to 
the crowds that the true nature of ‘contamination’ is not ritual but moral, and it springs 
from within not from without, as the Pharisees taught. This seems so obvious to us today 
that we cannot see why the disciples could not understand it (17). They, like most Jews of 
their time, thought of sin as a sort of germ, an infection caught by contact with others 
outside. (This is roughly the Confucian view, shared by most non–Christian religions.) Jesus 
taught that sin was like a cancer, growing within us, Jew and non–Jew alike. That is far 
harder to deal with, for we cannot avoid it by avoiding ‘infection’ from others; it needs 
radical spiritual surgery that will change our inner nature. That is what John meant by 
saying that the one coming after him would baptize with the Holy Spirit. Sometimes we 
associate ‘baptism with the Spirit’ solely with spiritual gifts; the Bible associates it more 
often with a changed nature. 
 
Jesus drove home the absurdity of the views of the Pharisees by a commonsense 
illustration, called a parable here. What goes into the stomach is not going to affect our 
spiritual lives, but only our digestion, and our digestive processes will deal with it in due 
course. The view of the Pharisees about defilement was crude and over–literal, like those 
who think that either the Holy Spirit or demons live somewhere inside our physical bodies 
and, therefore, look for vomiting as a sign of the expulsion of demons. Jesus showed that 
the heart (we would say today, the mind) is the source of defilement and gave a sobering 
list of the awful things that can flow from it. 
 
Mark gives the correct deduction that if this is so, all food is clean (‘halal’ as a Muslim 
would say) and permitted to be eaten (19). This would have been a great relief to hearers in 
a church like Rome, to Jew and non–Jew alike, for it would have made fellowship at the 
Lord’s table easier (Gal. 2:12). 
 
WEEK 1 – Humble Faith 

 
7:24-30 Faith of a foreigner (see Mt. 15:21-28). Mark continues the theme of ‘impurity’ 
with the story of a Gentile (therefore ‘impure’) person. In a sense it is a missionary story. It 
seems as if Jesus was seeking a place of quiet in a Gentile region, but he could not escape 
notice. This time, it was not a crowd, but a Greek–speaking local woman who came, 
begging that he would drive out an evil spirit from her daughter. In his answer (27) Jesus 
was probably quoting a popular proverb, and was therefore not being as harsh as it sounds. 
In any case, the emphasis is on the first part of the sentence. While Jesus was on earth, his 
mission was in the first place to Israel (Mt. 15:24). After the cross, the turn of the Gentiles 
would come, in the universal mission so dear to Mark. But the woman’s faith was great and 
so was her persistence, for her need was great. She accepted good–humouredly that she 
had no right at this stage to claim God’s grace but simply threw herself on his mercy, 
turning Jesus’ parable back in his direction. Was Jesus only testing her, to see if her faith 
was great enough? Such faith was rewarded. It is a miracle of grace that Gentiles share in all 
the promises of God made to Israel (Rom. 11:18). It is easy for us to presume on our 
position. 
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Week 2 – Healing the Deaf 

 
7:31-37 The deaf and dumb man. This story of a physical healing is an illustration of that 
fact that even if people are deaf to God (as the Pharisees were) Jesus can heal them. The 
actions used by Jesus were intended to make the man understand that this was not healing 
by magic but healing by God in answer to prayer. Jesus wanted to create faith in the man 
before he would heal. So, deafness was imitated by stopping the man’s ears, and healing of 
dumbness imitated by touching his tongue and spitting out. Looking up to heaven and 
sighing were visible pictures of prayer that a deaf and dumb man could understand. The 
word of command was spoken in the man’s own native Aramaic, which Mark interprets for 
his non–Palestinian church. 
 
As usual, Jesus commanded silence, and as usual, he was disobeyed. The excited people 
said, ‘He has done everything well’, and were amazed, but did they believe? In a short 
while, Peter would make the leap of faith from this amazement to recognizing the true 
nature of Jesus: deaf Peter will hear, and dumb Peter will speak. 
 
 
Week 3 – Hunger Satisfied 

 
8:1-13 Feeding the four thousand (see Mt. 15:32-39). A few more exhibitions of the 
powers of the kingdom of God were given before Jesus decided that his disciples were 
ready for their final ‘test’. Had they learned yet who he was? Had they learned the lesson of 
the feeding of the five thousand? Here was an opportunity for them to show if they had, 
and they failed miserably. Once again, there was a hungry crowd intent on Jesus’ teaching. 
Once again, Jesus showed his compassion; and once again, the disciples showed their 
helplessness (4). Their thinking was still the thinking of this world; they had left Jesus out of 
their calculations. Once again Jesus patiently asked them how much bread they had, and 
they reported a pitifully tiny amount. Once again, he gave thanks to God and broke the 
loaves and gave them to the disciples to give to the crowd. Once again, God’s provision for 
their needs was more than enough. 
 
Perhaps it is not surprising that some critics have thought that this story is just a mistaken 
repetition of the feeding of the five thousand, but that is to miss the whole point. Mark is 
deliberately showing the slowness and dullness of the disciples, even when a second similar 
miracle was performed (see vs 17-20). In any case, the number of the loaves and of the 
baskets of fragments (as well as the number of people fed) is not the same as before. The 
eyewitness was reporting faithfully again. 
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Week 4 – Hardness of Heart 

 
8:14-21 The yeast of the Pharisees and Herod (see Mt. 16:5-12). Mark seems to have told 
this story to underline the total failure of the Twelve to understand, and perhaps to give the 
reason: they were still too much influenced by the thinking of this world. Perhaps they were 
busy blaming each other for forgetting to bring bread with them on the trip when Jesus 
gave them the warning (really a little parable). They had failed to see the spiritual meaning 
and, worse still, had forgotten that Jesus could and would meet any bodily needs of those 
seeking God’s kingdom; he had shown that in the feeding miracles already. This time, Jesus 
rebuked them bluntly (21). They should have seen that the yeast of the Pharisees was their 
whole attitude to life, which would affect the disciples unless they took care. We too need 
to be constantly on our guard against the ‘spirit of the age’ or the thinking and teaching of 
the other religions that surround us. Christ’s way is totally different from the way of the 
world, which we read about in papers, hear on radio, or see on television. 
 
Week 5 – Healing the Blind 

 
8:22-26 Healing a blind man. This last example of the powers of the kingdom of God may 
be a picture of the spiritually blind disciples, so soon to receive their sight. Friends brought 
a blind man to Jesus; their faith as well as his, would be rewarded. They led the blind man 
out of the shouting and confusion of the village so that he could listen to Jesus without 
distraction. To spit on the man’s eyes and to lay hands on him are things that a blind man 
can feel. There is nothing magical about spittle, even if it is the spittle of Jesus; it is only an 
outward aid to faith and understanding. 
 
Why did this healing take two stages? Was it perhaps because of the man’s imperfect faith? 
Mark does not say. It is enough that Jesus did not leave the man half–healed but persisted 
until he saw everything clearly. Is this a picture of the way that even Peter would only half–
see the truth about Jesus at first? The man was warned to go straight home without going 
back to the village, where people who saw him might be tempted to follow Jesus only as a 
healer, not as a saviour. There is always a danger where healing miracles take place in the 
preaching of the gospel that people will come to Christ for the wrong reasons. 
 
 
Week 6 – Hard Questions 

 
We are now at the central turning–point of Mark’s gospel and the beginning of the second 
section, which is marked by Peter’s great spiritual discovery of who Jesus was. The blind 
disciples saw at last, but even Peter still had only partial sight (like the blind man just healed 
by Jesus). He saw that Jesus was the Messiah but not that he was a Messiah who must 
suffer. This was to be the cost of the kingdom, not only for Jesus but also for them. 
 
From this point on, Jesus concentrated on teaching the small group of disciples, not the 
crowds outside. He performed few miracles, though he did not refuse to heal if sick people 
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came to him. This was because there was no further need for miracles once the lesson had 
been learnt. The ‘good news’ was, however, still at the centre. From now on the story 
moves very quickly to the last week in Jerusalem, which takes up a third of the gospel. That 
is why Mark’s gospel has sometimes been called a story of the cross with a long 
introduction. 
 
It is remarkable, if Mark’s gospel was produced in Rome, where Peter was such an 
important figure, that he does not mention here the great promises made to Peter by Jesus 
at this time (Mt. 16:18). Could it have been that Peter did not want them included? 
Certainly Mark did not see Peter as the first great founding bishop of the Roman church, in 
the way that later centuries did.  
 
8:31-9:1 The cost of Messiahship (see Mt. 16:21-28; Lk. 9:22-27).  Jesus taught his disciples 
that he would suffer many things —rejection by the religious leaders (who, as we have 
seen, were his enemies), a violent death and a rising on the third day. 
 
Peter rebuked Jesus (32). We are staggered at his impudence; but have there not been 
times when we too have questioned God’s way of working and suggested to him another 
pattern, closer to our way of thinking? We cannot afford to criticize Peter. Jesus, usually so 
gentle and patient with his disciples, was very outspoken on this occasion. Words like 
Simon Peter’s, trying to turn Jesus aside from the cross, show Satan’s thoughts, not God’s. 
This was the temptation that Jesus had faced and conquered in the wilderness and would 
conquer again at Gethsemane. He would not yield to it, and neither must his followers. This 
is the reason for the stern warning of v 34. ‘No cross, no crown’ is as true of Christians as it 
is of Christ. 
 
Did Peter object to Jesus taking this path because he was afraid of the path for himself? To 
take up the cross was a sign of accepting a shameful slave’s death, in the eyes of the non–
Christian world, and was a real possibility in the case of members of the Roman church in 
persecution. The image is of a condemned man on his way to the place of execution, 
shouldering the cross–bar of his own cross and walking through the mocking crowds, just as 
Jesus did on the way to Calvary. To deny self means refusing to follow any natural 
inclination, however innocent, that runs contrary to Christ’s path for us. (It is something far 
deeper than going without sugar in Lent, as some Christians do.) Yet this is the only path to 
true spiritual life; to do anything else is to lose ourselves eternally. In this sense, loss is gain 
and gain is loss. 
 
There is, however, a great promise linked with these stern words: those who walk this path 
will see, even in this life, the power of the kingdom of God realized (9:1). In the immediate 
future, this would be on the mountain of transfiguration (described in this next chapter); in 
the more distant future, it refers to the resurrection and ascension of Christ and the 
pouring out of the Spirit at Pentecost; and finally, no doubt it refers to the wonder of 
Christ’s second coming. Like most prophecies it has several different ‘layers’ of fulfilment. 
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Week 7 – Holy Splendour 

 
9:2-13 The Transfiguration (see Mt. 17:1-13; Lk. 9:28-36). Now that Peter, at least, had 
realized who Jesus was, Jesus appeared to Peter, James and John as he had been, and as he 
would be again in glory. The dazzling white of his clothing is typical in the Bible of angels 
and heavenly beings. Elijah and Moses clearly represent the OT hopes of God’s kingdom. 
Moses was a prophet as well as the law–giver of Israel; Elijah was expected as the 
forerunner of the Messiah. Peter, like many of us, babbled senselessly when he was scared; 
we need not look for deep theology in his foolish remarks. Jesus was still only ‘rabbi’ or 
‘teacher’ to him, in spite of his earlier discovery. Yet, by his use of the word shelters, Peter 
may have been remembering how God came down on Mt. Sinai long before and showed his 
glory in a ‘shelter’ (‘tabernacle’ is the old English word). But God’s words, not Peter’s, are 
the centre of the passage. Once again, as at the baptism in Jordan, God bore witness to his 
beloved son, and called all to listen to him (not to Peter or any other human voice). As at 
Sinai, the cloud is a symbol of God’s presence. Suddenly Moses and Elijah faded away and 
only Jesus was left with the three disciples. 
 
They were warned not to speak of what they had seen until after Jesus had risen from the 
dead. They could not understand what he meant by rising from the dead, although it seems 
so simple to us. They must have known that by Son of Man Jesus was referring to himself 
and, like all orthodox Jews, they believed in a general resurrection at the last day (Jn. 
11:24), but what did this mean? Was it a coming back to life, like that of Jairus’s daughter? 
Jesus identified Elijah with John, in the sense that John had fulfilled Elijah’s task; and just as 
John had been rejected and killed, so would Jesus be (12-13). 


